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Abstract 
We describe a relational method for specifying features and detecting feature 
interactions. The method allows for an independent specification of system 
features, and for a detection of interaction between features. The method 
is based on the lattice of relational specifications: the system specification 
is given as the conjunction (lattice operator meet) of the features; a feature 
interaction is detected when the meet of the features does not exist. Examples 
of detection are given using logic programming.* 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Over the past years, the problem of feature interaction has drawn considerable 
interest in the research community (Bowen et al. 1989, Bouma et al. 1994, 
Cheng et al. 1995). A feature is a collection of functionalities that are added 
incrementally in a software system. A feature interaction occurs whenever 
their specifications contradict each other by producing conditions that no 
behavior can satisfy. 
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This problem is especially acute in telecommunication systems (Bowen et 
al. 1989), where the number offeatures is impressive: some systems offer up to 
800 features, both for technical reasons (e.g., heterogeneity of the telephone 
network) and for providing users with complex services (e.g., features like 
call waiting, credit-card calling, voice mail, etc.). Other domains like bank
ing, medical and management information systems are also subject to this 
problem. It is an important issue in software engineering, because it occurs at 
various phases of the software life cycle. In this paper, we focus on the spec
ification phase. More specifically, we will discuss the specification generation 
step and the specification validation step of this phase. 

To deal with feature interactions at the specification phase, a method must 
allow for the independent definition of features. At the validation step, a 
method must allow for the detection of interactions between features. To 
tackle these two aspects, we base our approach on the refinement lattice of 
specifications (Boudriga et al. 1992). In this framework, the specification of 
a feature is given by a relation between the inputs and the outputs of the 
system. The combination of the features is given by taking the greatest lower 
bound of all features. This framework allows us to propose a formal definition 
of a feature interaction: we say that two (or more) features interact if they do 
not have a greatest lower bound in the refinement lattice. Finally, detecting an 
interaction consists in proving that the greatest lower bound does not exist. 

We write inductive definitions of relations using axioms in the predicate 
calculus. For the sake of readability, we favor the use of a tabular format 
for writing specifications. We have identified three general classes of tabu
lar specifications which are pervasive in inductive specifications: base cases, 
reduction and swapping (equivalence classes). We detect interactions mainly 
using resolution as a rule of inference. 

We illustrate our approach with a simple telephone system, the plain old 
telephone system (POTS), to which we add features like call waiting (CW) 
and three-way calling (TWC). We construct a relational specification for each 
object (POTS, CW and TWC) in a stepwise manner, and then we discuss the 
detection of interactions. 

This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe our approach to 
writing inductive relational specifications. In Sect. 3, we provide the specifi
cations of the POTS and of features TWC and CW. We introduce our formal 
definition of feature interaction in Sect. 4. We discuss its generality in light of 
some classifications proposed in the literature. We also illustrate how interac
tions can be proved. Finally, we conclude with some remarks in Sect. 5. 

2 INDUCTIVE RELATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS 

In this section, we describe our method for constructing relational specifica
tions, and we provide a formal semantics for the specification language. 
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2.1 Relational Specifications 

One may describe the input-output behavior of a system using a heterogeneous 
binary relation between the history of inputs and the outputs. Formally, let 
I be the set of possible system inputs, let I+ be the set of all possible non 
empty finite sequences of elements of I, and let 0 be the set of possible system 
outputs; a specification (binary relation) R is a subset of I+ x 0. 

As a simple example of a relational specification, we may consider a counter 
object. The initial value of the counter is zero; it is incremented by 1 after 
submitting input inc; it is decremented by 1 after submitting input dec; the 
value of the counter is displayed by submitting input val. The input set of the 
counter object is given by: 

I ~ {inc, dec, val} . 

The output set of the counter object is given by: 

0 ~ IntegerU {r} . 

The symbol T denotes the case where the counter produces no visible output 
for a given sequence of inputs. We now provide some examples of elements 
(pairs) of a relation R specifying the counter object. We use a dot (".") for 
the concatenation of input sequences; we use s<1 R 1>s' to denote that the pair 
(s, s') is an element ofrelation R. 

val<1 R1>0 
inc<1R1>r 
inc. val <I R 1> 1 
val.inc.dec<J R1>r 
val.inc.dec.val<J R1>0 
val.inc.dec.inc.vai<J R 1> 1 

The first pair indicates that the counter produces an output value of zero after 
receiving input element val; it satisfies the requirement that the initial value 
of the counter is zero. The second pair indicates that the counter produces 
no output after receiving input element inc. The third pair illustrates why we 
need a relation on input sequences, instead of just considering input elements, 
to specify the behavior of the counter. For input val, the output of the counter 
depends on the number of dec and inc that were previously submitted to the 
counter. For instance, after starting the system, if the user submits input inc, 
and then submits input val, the output of the counter is 1, according to the 
third pair. Hence, in an input sequence St .... . sn, we interpret s1 as the first 
input submitted since the start of the system, s2 as the second, and sn as the 
last input submitted. 
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When the image set of an input sequence is not a singleton, we say that 
the specification is nondeterministic. When implementing a nondeterministic 
specification, the designer may choose any output from the image set. There 
are other forms of relational specifications which are slightly more powerful for 
expressing nondeterminacy. For instance, some authors (e.g., (Broy 1995, Deck 
et al. 1992, Wang et al. 1994)) use relations on the history of inputs and the 
history of outputs (i.e., J+ x o+), usually including timing requirements. We 
have chosen to restrict to a less expressive class of specifications (i.e., relations 
on J+ x 0), since it is sufficiently general to cover a large class of applications, 
and its specifications are easier to read and write. 

2.2 Inductive Relational Definitions 

The complete specification of the counter cannot be given by simply enumer
ating its input-output pairs; it is impractical, and unfeasible since there is 
an infinite number of pairs. One could construct a specification using the set 
builder notation { (s, s') E 1+ x Olp(s, s')}, but it is not always easy. Instead, 
we propose to define our relations inductively. 

We consider the language of first order logic with the usual connectives 
in the following binding order from highest to lowest: •, /1., V, {¢:,=?}, ¢:?, 

{'t/,3,/\j, V1}. Binding order is modified by means of parentheses. We also 
use ( , ... , ) to denote a tuple, and { , ... , } to denote a set. Other function 
symbols and relation symbols may be used in the context of a particular 
specification. We use x, y, z, possibly subscripted, for individual variables and 
a, b, c for constants. Relational constants (i.e., constant symbols whose deno
tations are binary relations) are written using capital letters (usually R, or a 
meaningful name like POTS). 

Using this language, an inductive definition of a relation is given by a set 
of axioms of the form (/\~=l Ai) =? B, where n is a natural number (possibly 
equal to 0), and Ai and B are metavariables for predicates. However, for 
readability, we usually write our axioms in the form: 

A1 /1. .•• /1. An 
B 

in order to clearly delineate the boundary between premises and the conclusion 
of =?. This notation is particularly handy for complex axioms. There is no 
risk of confusing axioms with inference rules: we do not introduce any new 
inference rule in this paper; the only inference rule we use is resolution in 
Sect. 4. 

To give the reader a quick understanding of how we write inductive defini
tions of relations, we will use the factorial function as an example. The reader 
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is certainly familiar with the inductive (or recursive) definition of the factorial 
function. Let f denote the factorial function. 

f(O} = 1 , f(n) = n * f(n- 1} if n > 0 

The inductive definition of a relational constant R corresponding to the fac
torial function, i.e., the relation {{s,s')ls' = f(s)}, may be defined as follows. 

(fact-1}: 0<1 R1>1 
f 2 X<IRI>y 

( act- ) · ---:~......;..._--:---
. x+1<1RI>(x+1}*Y 

To further illustrate the concept, we now provide a specification for the counter 
object, which we denote again by relational constant R. The following is its 
first axiom. 

(cnt-1): {(vai,O}, (x.inc, r}, (x.dec, r)} ~ R 

Symbol x in axiom cnt-1 is a variable ranging over I*. This axiom provides 
that the initial value of the counter object is zero, and that there is no output 
for input sequences ending with inc and dec. We now provide axioms defining 
the output of the system for input sequences ending with val. 

2 . x.val<1 R1>y 
(cnt- ). . 1 R 

x.mc.va <1 1>y + 1 

3 x.vai<1R1>y 
( cnt- ) : ---.,.-.......,..--=-..::__

x.dec.vai<IRI>y -1 

( 4) x.x'<IRI>yAx'#c 
cnt- : ---~--'--

x.val.x'<l R1>y 

Axiom cnt-2 provides that an input symbol inc increments the value of the 
counter by one. Similarly, axiom cnt-3 provides that an input symbol dec 
decrements the value of the counter by one. Axiom cnt-4 indicates that symbol 
val does not modify the value of the counter. We may use these axioms to prove 
that a pair {s, s') is in relation R. For instance, we give a proof of the following 
statement: 

inc.val.dec.val<1 R 1>0 

Proof. 

inc. val. dec. val <I R 1>0 
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<= ( cnt-3} 
inc.val.val<l R 1>1 

<= ( cnt-4} 
inc.val<l Rt>1 

<= ( cnt-2} 
val<lRt>O 

( axiom cnt-1 } 
true 0 

2.3 A Least Fixpoint Semantics 

In this section, we provide a semantics for our inductive definitions. We focus 
on the interpretation of the relational constants used in a set of axioms, and we 
assume the usual interpretations for other symbols like pairing, concatenation, 
equality and set extension. So far, our examples used only one relational con
stant, but several relational constants (e.g., POTS, TWC and CW in Sect. 2) 
may be defined in a specification, for modularity and readability reasons. 

Traditionally, the semantics of an inductive definition is given as the least 
fixpoint of a function extracted from the set of axioms (Apt 1990, Gunter 
et al. 1990, Mosses 1990). We will proceed in a similar fashion to provide a 
semantics of an inductive definition of relations. In the following prototypical 
example of an axiom, 

p A /\7=1 ej<l Ri I> fi 
g<l Rt>h 

ei, fi, g and h are terms, R1 and R are relational constants, and pis a formula 
in which Rand R1 do not occur. The free variables of an axiom are implicitly 
universally quantified. Let x be the free variables. We associate with such an 
axiom a function on the space IP'( {R~, ... , Rn, R} x J+ x 0) given by: 

F(X) ~ {(R,t,t')l3x:p A (/\(R3,e3,fi) EX) A (t,t') = (g,h)} 
j 

Hence, function F takes as input a set of triples and returns a set of triples. 
Informally, a triple (R, s, s') means that the pair (s, s') is in relation R. To 
illustrate how functions are associated with axioms, consider axiom cnt-1. For 
the sake of brevity, its conclusion is expressed using~ instead of _<1_1>_. We 
may replace this axiom by the following three axioms. 

(cnt-5): 1 R 0 va <l 1> 

(cnt-6): . R 
X.lnC<l I>T 
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( cnt-7): -x.-de_c_<I_R_I>_T 

The corresponding functions are: 

Fcnt-5(X) " {(R, t, t')!(t, t') = (val, 0)} 

Fcnt-6(X) " { (R, t, t')l3x : (t, t') = (x.inc, r)} 

Fcnt-7(X) " {(R, t, t')l3x : (t, t') = (x.dec, r}} 

The function corresponding to axiom cnt-2 is: 

1\ {(R,t,t')l3x,y: (R,x.val,y} EX /\ 
(t, t') = (x.inc.val, y + 1}} 

The function associated with a set of axioms is simply given by the point
wise union of the functions associated with the axioms. Let 'R1 , •.• , 'Rn be 
the axioms of an inductive definition of relations, and let .1"1, ... , F n be the 
functions associated with these axioms. Then the function corresponding to 
the set of axioms is given by: 

n 

F(X) ~ U Fi(X) . 
i=l 

Each .ri is continuous wrt to ~ (see proof in appendix A). Hence, function 
F is continuous wrt ~. Theorem 4.5 in (Davey et al. 1990} provides that a 
continuous function over a CPO has a least fixpoint, which we denote by J.tF . 
Since sets form a CPO under ~, it follows that function F has a least fixpoint 
wrt ~. 

We define the interpretation of a relational constant R using the least fix
point of function F. This least fixpoint is given by Un>o ?(0) (see the
orem 4.5 in (Davey et al. 1990}}, where _rO is the identity function and 
?(X) = F(?-1 (X)) . The interpretation of a relational constant R is 
given by {(s, s')I(R, s, s') E J.tF}. It follows easily from the definition of .r 
that this interpretation of the relational constants is a model for the set of 
axioms considered. 

3 SPECIFICATION OF A TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

The traditional case study for feature interaction detection is a telephone sys
tem augmented with a certain number of features. In this section, we provide 
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a relational specification of the basic services offered by a telephone system. 
Our objective here is more to provide a basis for illustrating the detection of 
feature interactions than to provide a complete specification or to check its 
consistency. 

The system boundary comprises the communication switches and the com
munication network. The inputs to the system are sent by telephone units, 
and the outputs are received by telephone units. We impose no limit on the 
number of users and the number of connections. We assume that the system 
produces an output immediately after receiving an input, and before receiving 
the next input. 

3.1 The Space of the Specification 

We consider the following input space for our telephone specification. 

I II 
{PkUp} x Phoneld U 

{ HgUp} x Phoneld U 

{Dial} x Phoneld x Phoneld 

An input (PkUp, n), where n represents the identification number of the 
calling party's phone, is sent to the telephone system when a user picks up 
the handset. For simplicity, we will assume that the identification number, 
which uniquely identifies a telephone, is the same as the telephone number. 
Input (HgUp, n) is sent when user n hangs up the telephone, typically to 
terminate a call. Input (Dial, nh n2 } is sent when user n 1 dials the phone 
number of user n2. 

0 

The output space of the telephone system is defined as follows. 

IP({DiTo} x Phoneld U 

{Ring} x Phoneld x Phoneld U 

{BuTo} x Phoneld U 

{Conn} x Phoneld x Phoneld U 

{Disc} x Phoneld x Phoneld} 

Hence, an output is a set of commands. For the POTS, visible outputs are 
singletons, but for TWC and CW, outputs may be sets of several elements. 
The empty set (0) indicates that the system produces no visible output. 
Output element (DiTo, n) corresponds to the dial tone that user n hears af
ter picking up the handset to place a call. Output (Ring, n1 , n2 } causes the 
telephone of user n2 to produce an audible ring, typically indicating that 
there is an incoming call while the telephone of user n1 receives a ring tone. 
Dually, output (BuTo, n) indicates to caller n that the dialed unit is busy. 
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Output (Conn, n11 n2) corresponds to the establishment of a connection be
tween users n1 and n2, after which these two users can start a conversation. 
Output (Disc, n~, n2) terminates a connection between n1 and n2, typically 
after.an input (HgUp, ni) has been sent by one of the parties. 

3.2 POTS Specification 

In writing the specification of the POTS, we have found that axioms could 
be divided in three classes: base case axioms, reduction axioms and swap 
axioms. Moreover, each class can be written using a tabular format which is a 
lot more readable than the usual plain mathematical notation of premises over 
conclusion. Hence, in the next sections, we provide our POTS specification 
under a tabular format whose meaning shall be made precise. 

(a) Base Case Axioms 
We provide two tables for the base cases. Table 1 provides the axioms when a 
successful connection is established between two users. Table 2 describes the 
cases where no connection is made. 

Table 1 Cumulative Table for a Successful Connection 

No Premise Input Output 

B-1 (PkUp,nt) {(DiTo, nt)} 

B-2 n1 =F n2 (Dial, nt. n2) {(Ring, n1, n2)} 

B-3 (PkUp,n2) {(Conn, n~, n2)} 

B-4 n E {n1,n2} (HgUp,n) {(Disc, n1, n2)} 

B-5 n' E {n1,n2} \ {n} (HgUp,n') 0 

Each table has a different interpretation in terms of axioms. We say that 
Table 1 is cumulative. Each line in the table represents one axiom. Let Pn 1 Sn 

and s~ be respectively the premise, the input and the output of line n. Then 
the axiom associated with line n is: 
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For instance, the axioms associated with lines B-2 and B-4 are, respectively: 

n1 # n2 1\ n E { n1, n2} 
(B-4): -(-P-kU_p_, n-1-) ._,.:(D--'i-al_,.:, n:--1-, n-2~). (.,....P_,_kU.....;p.;_, --'n2-<-)~. (H_g_U_p_, n--,--) 

<1POTS1> 
{(Disc, n1, n2)} 

Our tabular format avoids the unnecessary repetition of premises and input 
sequences from one axiom to another. Also, it provides a quick and clear 
visualization of the behavior for prototypical input sequences, e.g., the estab
lishment of a successful connection. 

To illustrate the meaning of axioms in Table 1, let us consider the following 
scenario. The telephone system is just started. The first input it receives is a 
PkUp from user a1. Axiom B-1 states that the telephone system must produce 
output {(DiTo, al) }. After receiving this dial tone, user a1 dials user a2 • User 
a2 cannot be busy, since the telephone system has just been started, and 
the only preceding input is (PkUp, al). The telephone system produces a ring 
tone to user a1 and rings the phone of user a2 (axiom B-2}. User a2 picks 
up his phone, and the system establishes a connection between a1 and a2 
(axiom B-3). To end the conversation, either of the two users may hang up its 
phone, and the telephone system disconnects the two users (axiom B-4). When 
the other user hangs up, the system produces no visible output (axiom B-5). 

Table 2 is not cumulative. The axiom associated with line n is simply given 
by: 

Pn 

For instance, the axiom associated with line B-6 is: 

(B-6): (PkUp, n1).(PkUp, n2).(Dial, n1, n2)<1 POTS I>{ (BuTo, nl)} 

It may seem that we should add axioms in Table 2 to deal with symmetric 
cases. For instance, axiom B-6 does not cover input sequence 

There is also a similar case for axiom B-8. However, we do not need to, because 
these cases are handled by swap axioms, which we discuss in Sect. (c). 

It is important to note that in our base cases we do not deal with input 
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Table 2 Unsuccessful Connection Attempts 

No Input Output 

B-6 (PkUp, ni).(PkUp, n2).(Dial, nt, n2) {(BuTo,ni)} 

B-7 (PkUp, nt).(Dial, nt, nt) {(BuTo, n1)} 

B-8 (PkUp, ni).(PkUp, n2).(Dial, nt, n3).(Dial, n2, n3) {(BuTo,n2)} 

B-9 (PkUp, nt ).(HgUp, nt) 0 

B-10 (PkUp, nl).(Dial, n1, n2).(Dial, nt, n3) 0 

sequences starting with Dial or HgUp. We do so because we assume that a 
telephone cannot send a Dial or a HgUp before first sending a PkUp. Accord
ing to our definition of correctness, which we present in Sect. 4.1, a correct 
implementation of our telephone specification could abort or produce any out
put for an input sequence which is not in the domain of the specification. In 
an industrial environment, it would be important to consider robustness in 
the specification, and to determine what to do for "invalid" input sequences. 
Such analysis is outside the scope of this paper. A simple strategy would be to 
produce no visible output for any input sequence which is not in the domain of 
POTS. Hence, we could define a robust POTS specification by stating that: 

ROBUST _FOTS =POTS u {(s, 0)ls E J+ 1\ s (/. dam(POTS)} 

This axiom produces a total relation. 

(b) Reduction Axioms 
The base cases provide the output for basic input sequences. For more complex 
input sequences, we use reduction axioms that eliminate symbols from the 
input sequence. By recursively applying reduction axioms, a complex input 
sequence is reduced to a base case input sequence, and then the corresponding 
output may be derived. 

We provide two reduction tables: Table 3 illustrates how completed calls 
are removed from the input sequence, while Table 4 deals with the removal of 
calls in progress. 

These two tables are interpreted in terms of axioms in the same manner. 
Let p, pre, discard, post be respectively the condition, the prefix, the discard 
and the postfix of line n, and let y be a fresh variable with respect to line n. 
Then the associated axiom is: 

p 1\ pre.post<J POTS r>y 
pre.discard.post<J POTS r>y 
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Table 3 Reduction Axioms - Complete Connection Cycle 

No Condition Prefix Discard Postfix 

R-11 x' =P c X (PkUp, nl).(HgUp, nl) x' 

R-12 x' =P c X 
(PkUp, n1).(Dial, n1, n2). 

x' (HgUp,n1) 

R-13 x' =P c x.(Dial, n1, n2) (Dial,n1,n3) x' 

R-14 x' =P c x.(Dial, n1, n2) (Dial, n3, n2) x' 

Table 4 Reduction Axioms - Connection in Progress 

No Condition Prefix Discard Postfix 

R-15 X (PkUp, n2) (PkUp, nl) 

R-16 n2 =P n3 X (Dial, n1, n2) (PkUp, n3) 

R-17 n1 =P n2 1\ n1 =P n3 X (PkUp, n1) (Dial, n2, n3) 

R-18 n1 =P n3 1\ n2 =P n4 X (Dial, nb n2) (Dial, n3, n4 ) 

R-19 n1 =P n2 X (PkUp, n1) (HgUp, n2) 

R-20 X (Dial,n1,n2) (HgUp, n3) 

For instance, the axiom associated with line R-16 is: 

(R- 6)· n2 =I n3 1\ x.(PkUp, n3)<1 POTS 1>y 
1 . x.(Dial,n1,n2).(PkUp,n3)<1POTS1>y . 

This axiom provides that the behavior of the POTS, when input element 
(PkUp, n3) is received, does not depend on input element (Dial, n1, n2) if the 
latter is the immediate predecessor of the former, and if n2 =P n3. To illustrate 
the application of reduction axioms, assume we want to prove that: 

where the ai are distinct constants. 

Proof. 
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-¢: ( R-18} 
(PkUp, at). (PkUp, a2) .(Dial, at, a4 )<1 POTS 1>{ (Ring, at, a4)} 

-¢: ( R-17} 
(PkUp, at).(Dia!, at, a4)<1 POTS 1>{ (Ring, a., a4)} 

-¢: ( B-2} 
true 0 

(c) Swap Axioms 
There are some complex input sequences to which our reduction axioms do 
not apply. Hence, we propose swap axioms to transform an input sequence, 
by swapping input elements, into another input sequence which has the same 
behavior. Swap axioms are applied until a reduction axiom may be applied. 
Table 5 provides the list of swap axioms for the POTS. 

Table 5 Swap Axioms 

No Condition Input 1 Input 2 

S-21 (PkUp,nt) (PkUp,n2) 

S-22 nt ~ na 1\ n2 ~ n4 (Dial, nt, n2) (Dial, na, n4) 

S-23 (HgUp,nt) (HgUp,n2) 

S-24 nt ~ n2 1\ nt ~ na (PkUp,nt) (Dial, n2, na) 

S-25 nt ~ n2 (PkUp,nt) (HgUp,n2) 

S-26 nt ~ n2 1\ nt ~ na (HgUp,nt) (Dial, n2, na) 

Two axioms are associated with a line n in a swap table in the following 
manner: let p, s., s2 be respectively the condition, input element 1, and input 
element 2 of line n, and let x, x', y be three variables; then the associated 
axioms are: 

p 1\ x' ~ E 1\ x.st.s2.x'<1POTS1>y 
x.s2 .st.x' <1 POTS 1>y 

p 1\ x' ~ E 1\ x.s2 .st.x' <1 POTS 1>y 
x.st.s2.x'<1POTS1>y 
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Obviously, when s1 is the same as s2 modulo variable renaming, then only 
one axiom is generated. For instance, the axiom associated with line S-26 is: 

(S-26)-1: 

(S-26)-2: 

n1 :/; n2 1\ n1 :/; n3 1\ x' :/; e 1\ 

x.(HgUp, nl).(Dial, n2, n3).x'<l POTSr>y 
x.(Dial, n2, n3).(HgUp, nl).x'<lPOTSr>y 

n1 :/; n2 1\ n1 :/; n3 1\ x' :/; e 1\ 

x.(Dial, n2, n3).(HgUp, nl).x' <l POTSr>y 
x.(HgUp, nl).(Dial, n2, n3).x'<lPOTSr>y 

These axioms provide that HgUp and Dial may be swapped as long as they 
do not occur at the end of the input sequence and that they have distinct 
origins and destinations. The following proof illustrates the combined action 
of reduction and swap axioms. 

(PkUp, al).(PkUp, a3).(Dial, a1, a2).(HgUp, a1).(Dial, a3, a2)<l POTSt> 
{(Ring, a3, a2)} 

<= ( S-24) 
(PkUp, al).(Dial, a1. a2).{PkUp, a3).(HgUp, al).(Dial, a3, a2)<l POTS t> 

{{Ring, a3, a2)} 
<= ( S-25) 

{PkUp, al).(Dial, a1, a2).(HgUp, al).(PkUp, a3).(Dial, a3, a2)<l POTS t> 

{(Ring, a3, a2)} 
<= ( R-12) 

(PkUp, a3).(Dial, a3, a2)<l POTSt>{ (Ring, a3 , a2)} 
<= ( B-2) 

true 

3.3 Three-Way Calling Specification 

The feature three-way calling (TWC) allows a phone to establish a con
nection with a third party. Its specification may be given under the same 
tabular format as for the POTS specification. The input space is I' ~ 
I U {TWCAdd} x Phoneld U {TWCDel} x Phoneld U {FIHk} x Phoneld. 

Feature TWC is activated and deactivated for a user n1 by sending inputs 
(TWCAdd, nl) and (TWCDel, nl) respectively. Feature TWC is triggered by 
input (FIHk,nl) (flash hook), which allows user n1, while talking to n2, to 
initiate a connection with a third party n3 . The output space is the same as 
for the POTS specification. 

Specification TWC is built on top of POTS. For the purpose of illustrating 
the detection of feature interactions, the specification of the base cases for 
a successful TWC connection (Table 6) and the reduction table for calls in 
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progress (Table 7) are sufficient. For the sake of concision, we use the following 
abbreviation: 

In the sequel, any occurrence of an abbreviation may be replaced by its defin
ing expression. 

Table 6 Cumulative Table for a Successful TWC Connection 

No Premise Input Output 

B-27 (TWCAdd,ni} 0 

B-28 n1 =/: n2 cl.(FIHk, n!) {(DiTo, n!), (Disc, n1, n2)} 

n1 =/: n2 A 
B-29 n1 =/: nal\ (Dial,n1,na) {(Ring, n1, na)} 

n2 =/: na 

B-30 (PkUp,na) {(Conn, n1, na)} 

B-31 (FIHk,ni) {(Conn, n1, n2), (Conn, n2, na)} 

B-32 {nLn2,n3} = (HgUp,n~) {(Disc, n~, n~), (Disc, n~, n~)} 
{n1,n2,na} 

B-33 {nf,nn = 
(HgUp,n~) {(Disc, n~, n~)} 

{n~,n~} 

B-34 (HgUp,nf) 0 

Table 7 Reduction Axioms - Connection in Progress for TWC 

No Condition Prefix Discard Postfix 

R-35 n1 =/: n2 X (PkUp,n1) (F1Hk,n2) 

R-36 n1 =/: na X (Dial, n1, n2) (FIHk,n3) 

R-37 n1 =/: n2 X (FIHk,ni) (FIHk,n2) 

Note that Table 6 does not provide the behavior for prefixes of input se
quence (TWCAdd, nt}.cl. This choice stems from the fact that the behavior 
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of the TWC feature is the same as the POTS for input sequences that do not 
contain a FIHk. Hence, we may add the following axiom to express this fact. 

(R-38): x':/;e 1\ x"E{(TWCAdd,nl),(TWCDel,n1)} 1\ x.x'<JPOTSr>y 
x.x" .x' <J TWC r>y 

3.4 Call Waiting 

When user n1 is connected with user n2 , and user n3 calls n1, a Bu To is sent 
to n 3 according to the POTS specification. The feature call waiting ( CW) 
modifies this behavior by notifying n1, through a WaitTone, that someone 
else is calling him, and by sending a RingTone to n3 . User n1 may establish 
a connection with n3 by doing a FIHk, which also puts user n2 on hold. By 
doing a FIHk again, user n1 terminates his connection with n 3 and resumes 
his connection with n2. If user n1 hangs up instead of getting back to n 2, 
the system rings him to let him know that n2, the held party, is still waiting. 
Feature CW is activated and deactivated for a user n1 by sending inputs 
( CWAdd, nt) and ( CWDel, n1) respectively. 

The specification of CW must cover some very peculiar cases, and is not 
straightforward to define (see, e.g., (Cameron et al. 1994)). For the purpose of 
illustrating feature interaction detection, we will concentrate on most typical 
basic cases, which is enough to illustrate interactions with the TWC feature. 

Specification CW is also built on top of POTS. Cumulative Table 8 de
scribes the base cases for a successful CW connection. We use the following 
abbreviation: 

c2 ~ {PkUp, n3).(Dial, n3 , nt) 

Finally, feature CW should not be affected by input elements indicating 
that feature TWC is activated or deactivated for some user, and vice-versa. 
We may state this fact using the following reduction axioms. 

(R-44): x' :/; e 1\ x" E {{TWCAdd,nl), (TWCDel,n1)} 1\ x.x'<JCWr>y 
x .x" .x' <J CW r>y 

(R-4S): x' :/; e 1\ x" E {(CWAdd,nt),(CWDel,n1)} 1\ x.x'<JTWCr>y 
x .x" .x' <J TW C r>y 

4 FEATURE INTERACTIONS 

In this section, we describe how interactions between features are detected. 
For this purpose, we need to introduce the lattice of specifications. 
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Table 8 Cumulative Table for a Successful CW Connection 

No Premise Input Output 

B-39 (AddCW,nt) 0 

n1 ::/= n2 A 
B-40 n1 ::/= n3 A cl.c2 {(Ring Tone, n3), (WaitT one, nt)} 

n2 ::/= n3 

B-41 (FIHk,nt) {(Disc, n1, n2), (Conn, n1, n3)} 

B-42 (FIHk,nt) {(Conn, n1, n2), (Disc, nt. n3)} 

B-43 (HgUp,n3) 0 

4.1 The Lattice of Specifications 

The lattice of specification is based on the refinement ordering. We say that 
a relation P refines a relation Q (written P!!;; Q) iff dom(Q) ~ dom(P) and, 
for all sin the domain of Q, s.P ~ s.Q (Mili et al. 1987), where s.R denotes 
the image set of elements by relation R. Relation ~ is an ordering (reflexive, 
transitive and antisymmetric). 

To solve the feature interaction problem, it is not necessary, in this paper, 
to deal with the notion of correctness of a program with respect to a speci
fication, since we are only interested at this point in writing and validating 
specifications. However, we will briefly discuss this notion to justify our choice 
of the refinement ordering. 

We say that a program p is totally correct with respect to (or satisfies) a 
specification R if, for any input sequences E dom(R), program p terminates 
and produces an output s' such that (s, s') E R; for any input sequence 
not in the domain of R, program p may deliver any output, or it may fail 
to terminate. This notion of total correctness is captured by the refinement 
relation. Let P be the relation corresponding to the input-output behavior of 
program p (i.e., ( s, s') E P if and only if p always terminates for input sequence 
s, and may produce outputs'). Then, pis totally correct with respect toR if 
and only if P !!; R. 

Under the refinement ordering, relations form a complete join-semilattice 
(Desharnais et al. 1995), i.e., a least upper bound exists for any non empty set 
of relations. In programming terms, the least upper bound, which we denote 
by ld, offers a choice between two specifications: a program satisfying either 
P or Q satisfies P ld Q. 
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The greatest lower bound of two relations P and Q exists iff the following 
condition is satisfied: 

'Vs: s E dom(P) A s E dom(Q) ::;. 3s' : (s, s') E P A (s, s') E Q . (1) 

We refer to this condition as the consistency condition, and we denote it 
by cs(P, Q). The following formula (Desharnais et al. 1995) generalizes this 
definition: 

cs( { Rj : j E J}) A L ~ ( n Rj u Rj 0 L) 0 L 
jEJ 

where J is an arbitrary non empty index set, L is the universal relation and 
o is the relational product. In programming terms, the greatest lower bound, 
which we denote by n, represents the conjunction of specifications: a program 
satisfying P n Q must satisfy P and Q. 

4.2 Definition of Feature Interaction 

For the feature interaction problem, we need the ability to define each feature 
independently, and to define the combination of all features. In our relational 
framework, each feature is given by a relation, and the combination of the 

. features is given by the greatest lower bound of the features. To see the ade
quacy of this choice, observe that a program p that satisfies the combination 
of all features must satisfy them individually. Hence, we have P I!; Ri for each 
feature R;. It follows that P is a lower bound, in the refinement ordering, of 
the set of features { R 1, ... , Rn}. A sound representation of the combination 
of all features is the greatest lower bound, since a program refines the greatest 
lower bound if and only if it refines each feature individually - by definition. 
Stated formally, we have: 

n n 

(/\ P I!; Ri) <=> P I!; fl R; 
i=l i=l 

When describing a collection of features independently, a specifier must verify 
that the features are consistent, which ensures that there exists a greatest 
lower bound. On this basis, we are led to the following definition. 

Definition 1 Given a set {RI. ... , Rn} of relational specifications of fea
tures, we say that there is an interaction between these features if and only if 
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-.cs(R., ... , .Rn). We say that these features internet for input sequence s if 
and only if 

n n 

( 1\ s E dom(~)) A .:,3s' : 1\ (s, s') E ~ (2) 
i=t i=t 

A collection of features interact for some input sequence s if they are all defined 
for s, and if they cannot agree on one common output. We have found that 
several examples of feature interactions listed in (Cameron et al. 1994), which 
contains a classification of feature interactions, satisfy Def. 1. For instance, 
feature Call Waiting is known to interact with feature Three-Way Calling for 
the following input sequence, which we denote by St: 

(TWCAdd, at).(CWAdd, at).(PkUp, at).(Dial, at, a2). 
(PkUp, a2).(PkUp, aa).(Dial, aa, at).(FIHk, at) 

In feature Three-Way Calling, the only output (since this feature is determin
istic) corresponding to St is: 

In feature Call Waiting, the only output (CW is also deterministic) corre
sponding to St is: 

The consistency condition (Eq. 1) between TWC and CW is not satisfied for 
input sequence St. Hence, there does not exist a greatest lower bound for 
these two features, nor does there exist a program that satisfies both features 
simultaneously. There are other sequences causing an interaction between CW 
and TWC. For instance, input elements (TWCAdd, at) and (CWAdd, at) can 
be swapped, and the outputs are the same for each feature respectively. Several 
other swaps are possible. The input sequence consisting of the first 7 symbols 
of St also causes an interaction, since the output of TWC for that sequence 
is {(BuTo,a3)}, whereas the output is {{Ring,a3),(WaitTone,a1)} for CW. 

Our definition is strong enough to cover cases of interaction between n fea
tures even if none can be detected for any subset of n-1 features. For instance, 
assume that we have 3 features Rt. R2, R3 with the following behavior: 

S<3 Rti>Sa S<3 Rti>Sb 

S<3 R2 I>Sb S<3 R2 I>Sc 

S<3 Ra I> Sa S<3 Ra I>Sc 
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Considered by pairs, these features are consistent. However, when taken alto
gether, they do not satisfy the consistency condition, since for input s there 
is no output common to all of them. 

There are several other examples of feature interactions listed in (Cameron 
et al. 1994) which satisfy Def. 1. Without providing a specification of these 
features, we briefly illustrate how some of these interactions satisfy our defi
nition. 

1. Call Waiting and Answer Call 
Feature answer call (AC) allows to redirect a call to a busy line to an 
answering service (like a Voice Mail, or an operator). The following input 
sequence causes a feature interaction. 

(ACAdd, a1).(CWAdd, a1).(PkUp, a1).(Dial, a1, a2). 
(PkUp, a2).(PkUp, a3).(Dial, a3, al) 

For this sequence, the output of feature CW is 

{(Ring Tone, a3), (WaitT one, al)} , 

whereas the output for feature AC is something like 

{ (VoiceMail, a3, al)} . 

2. Call Forward on Busy and Originating Call Screening 
The call forward on busy (CFB) feature is similar to the answer call fea
ture, except that it redirects calls to a third number instead of an answering 
service. The originating call screening (OCS) feature allows a user to pre
vent connections from his phone to some other phone (especially useful for 
parents to prevent their kids to call some expensive pay lines). A feature 
interaction occurs for the following input sequence. 

In this sequence, feature CFB redirects calls destined to a1 , when a1 is busy, 
to a2; feature OCS prevents calls from a1 to a2. The interaction occurs when 
a 1 calls itself. The only output for CFB is {(Conn,a1,a2)}. The output for 
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OCS is best described by showing the axiom in OCS's specification which 
applies in this case. 

x = Xt.(OCSadd,nt.n2).x2 A 
(OCSDel,nt,n2) ~ X2 A x2 =f e 

* (Conn,n1,n2) (/. y 
(OCS-46): _;_ ___ x_<I..;...O.,....C..,.;-S.,...t>-y----

Predicate x :j y indicates that xis a segment of y. A program satisfying 
axiom OCS-46 cannot produce an output {(Conn,n1,n2)} if the OCS fea
ture is active between n1 and n2. Hence, features CFB and OCS have no 
common output, and they are inconsistent. Note that axiom OCS-46 allows 
any other (undesired) output (e.g., (Conn,at,aa), or (Ring,aa)) for the in
put sequence above causing the interaction. However, feature OCS is never 
used alone as a specification, but always in combination with other features 
(e.g., POTS). The greatest lower bound of these features constrains the be
havior, and eliminates undesired outputs. Axiom OCS-46 also illustrates 
why we need nondeterminacy (i.e., relations) in specifications. 

3. Originating Call Screening and Abbreviated Dialing 
Feature Abbreviated Dialing (ABO) allows to define an alias for a phone 
number. A feature interaction between ABO and OCS occurs for the fol
lowing input sequence: 

(ABDSet, a1, a2, aa).(OCSadd, a1, aa).(PkUp, at).(Dial, a1, a2).(PkUp, aa) 

In this sequence, a2 is an alias for aa, and OCS prevents calls from a1 to a3 • 

The interaction occurs when a1 dials a2. Feature ABO will redirect this call 
to aa, but feature OCS prevents that. In ABO, the output for the sequence 
above is {(Conn,at,aa)}. Feature OCS allows other outputs but not this 
one. Hence, the two features are inconsistent. 
Note that our specification of OCS may seem to catch the inconsistency one 
input element "too late". For instance, in the example above, OCS allows 
phone a3 to ring, but it does not allow making a connection when a3 is 
picked up. However, it does not really matter at what point the interaction 
is picked up, as long as it is at some point. After an interaction is detected, 
the specifier should review the entire input sequence causing it, not only 
the last symbol. Moreover, because features should be independent as much 
as possible, it is inappropriate in OCS to deal with all the different ways 
of making a connection (like ABO, CFB or other call forwarding features). 

Other feature interactions listed in (Cameron et al. 1994) are not covered 
by our definition. Some of them are related to implementation issues. For in
stance, feature Call Forwarding Unconditional interacts with a PBX (Private 
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Branch Exchange) implementation of Terminating Call Screening, because 
the PBX drops one of the three phone numbers carried in a typical imple
mentation of CFU. Other examples which are listed as feature interactions 
in (Kimbler et al. 1995} appear to us to be more a question of defining the 
behavior of a feature for complex input cases, rather than an interference 
between several features. For instance, they mention an interaction between 
Call Waiting and itself, for the following input sequence, which represents the 
case where two Call-Waiting subscribers put each other on hold. 

(CWAdd, al).CWAdd, a2).{PkUp, at). 
(Dial, a1, a2) .(PkUp, a2).{PkUp, a3). 
(Dial, a3, at).(FIHk, a1).(PkUp, a4). 
(Dial, a4 , a2).(FIHk, a2).(HgUp, a2) 

The question raised in (Kimbler et al. 1995) for this input sequence is what 
should be the output? According to one interpretation of the informal, general 
description of feature CW {see Sect. 3.4}, a2 should be rung back, because a1 

is on hold from the viewpoint of the connection between a2 and a4. Another 
interpretation is that a2 is the held party between a1 and a3. Hence, when a2 
hangs up, a1 is left in a normal connection with a3 , and a2 is idle (detached 
from his connection to a1, and ready to answer a call or place a call). 

In our framework, we would not consider this as a feature interaction, un
less one could find a way of specifying CW as a combination of sub-features. 
Rather, this particular issue could be resolved in two ways. It could be spec
ified nondeterministically, that is, the specification would allow two possible 
outputs: 0, for the case where a2 is left idle, and {{Ring, a2 )}, for the case 
where a2 is rung back. This nondeterminacy leaves more freedom at the de
sign stage for selecting the easiest solution to implement. A more restrictive 
alternative is to make the specification deterministic by selecting one of the 
two possible outputs. 

Although our definition of feature interaction covers several typical exam
ples cited in the literature (e.g., {Cameron et al. 1994}}, it is quite specific. 
The expression "feature interaction" is sometimes understood in a very gen
eral sense. The reader may have in mind other legitimate cases of feature in
teractions, like violation of assumptions or unexpected behavior after adding 
features, which may not satisfy our definition. The mathematical characteriza
tion of the notion of feature interaction is not an easy task, and our definition 
will certainly evolve as more cases of interactions are identified and studied. 
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4.3 Detection of Feature Interactions 

According to our definition of feature interaction (Def. 1), one could detect 
interactions between feature CW and TWC by proving that the following 
formula holds: 

3s: s E dom(CW) A s E dom(TWC) A 

-.3s': (s,s') E CW A (s,s') E TWC . (3) 

We will prove this formula using logic programming and SLD-resolution (Apt 
1990). This formula and the axioms of specifications TWC and CW translate 
easily into a logic program: axioms are already in the form of clauses (i.e., 
universally quantified formulas of the form A <= B), and the formula to prove 
is a goal (i.e., an existentially quantified formula). 

(a) The Prolog Connection 
For simplicity, we use lists to represent sequences, sets and tuples, and we use 
the predicate append to manipulate lists. Although there are several details 
involved, the reader may get a good idea of the translation by looking at two 
examples. For instance, the base case axiom B-28 in Table 6 translates into 
the following Prolog clause in Edinburgh syntax: 

twc([[twcadd,N1],[pickup,N1],[dial,N1,N2], 
[pickup,N2],[flashhook,N1]], 

[[dialtone,N1],[disc,N1,N2]]) 
:- N1\==N2. 

In the clause above, relation TWC is represented by binary predicate twc. 
Its first argument is the input sequence, which is given as a list of lists. The 
inner lists represent tuples of I. The second argument of twc is the output, 
given again by a list of lists, since the outputs of our telephone system are 
sets. The following clause represents the translation of reduction axiom R-36 
in Table 7. 

twc(X,Y) :- Post=[[FlashHook,N3]], 
append(Xl,Post,X), 
append(Pre,[[dial,N1,N2]],X1), 
N1\==N3, 
append(Pre,Post,X2),twc(X2,Y). 

Base case, reduction and swap axioms can all be translated into Prolog clauses 
following this pattern, in a quite straightforward manner. Eq. 3 is translated 
in the following conjunction of goals: 
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cw(X,_),twc(X,_),not((cw(X,Y),twc(X,Y))). 

The metapredicate not succeeds if the proof of the conjunction of its goal 
arguments fails. 

(b) Proving the interaction 
The search tree generated by SLD-resolution using the linear search strategy 
of Prolog would be too long to illustrate. Rather, we content ourselves with 
listing the clauses (axioms) involved in a successful proof of the conjunction 
of goals. 

The literal cw (X,_) is successfully proved by application of axioms R-44 
and B-41, which results in the following substitution for X (given using se
quences and concatenation instead of lists, for brevity and simplicity). 

(TWCAdd, nt).(CWAdd, nt).(PkUp, nt).(Dial, n1, n2). 
(PkUp, n2).(PkUp, n3).(Dial, n3, nt).(FIHk, n1) 

The next goal, twc (X,_), succeeds, by application of axioms R-45, R-36, R-35 
and B-28. It remains to prove the goal given by the metapredicate not. The 
two goals given as its argument fail, since there is no axiom that allows TWC 
and CW to produce a common output for the current substitution of X. Thus, 
the goal not ( ... ) succeeds, and a feature interaction has been detected. 

So far, for the purpose of illustration we have deliberately dodged several 
issues in the detection of a feature interaction. As the reader probably sus
pects, the search strategy in the application of axioms is crucial for finding 
a proof. An infinite tree may be generated without ever reaching a success
ful branch of the tree. For instance, had we inverted the order of the goals 
cw (X,_) and twc (X,_), the interpreter would have entered an infinite loop 
in trying to find a common input sequence for TWC and CW, because the 
linear search strategy of Prolog implies looping over the first recursive axiom 
(e.g., R-38, where TWC appears on both sides of :-).To implement a more 
robust search strategy, Prolog may not be an excellent candidate. Moreover, 
the treatment of not and clauses likes n1 'I n2 deserves special care. We are 
currently in the process of defining a good search strategy, taking into account 
these issues. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed a definition of feature interaction which is 
general enough to cover most of the typical examples cited in the literature. 
The relational calculus and the refinement lattice form the foundations of 
this definition. Because these foundations have been studied for systems de
velopment (Boudriga et al. 1992, Broy 1995, Desharnais et al. 1995, Mills et 
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al. 1986, Moller 1991), our definition lays on a solid theoretical basis, and it 
is well integrated into systems development. 

Our inductive style for writing specifications and its tabular representation 
make our specifications quite readable, and quite concise compared to other 
formalisms. Our specification of the POTS fits on one page; other comparable 
specifications (e.g., (Blom et al. 1994, Butler 1994, Faci et al. 1994, Gammel
gaard et al. 1994)) are of the same length, or extend on several pages. The 
readability stems from the self-containment of axioms: an axiom can be un
derstood individually, without having to consider other axioms; it corresponds 
to a set of input-output pairs. Specifications may also be incomplete and, still, 
be meaningful and allow for the detection of interactions. 

This inductive style seems appropriate for proving the existence of interac
tions. We have illustrated how interactions could be detected using Prolog. 
Although it is not the best candidate for theorem proving, the simple trans
lation between our axioms and Prolog clauses provides good indications that 
our definition is amenable to automated proof, provided that we define a 
more intelligent search strategy to deal with swap axioms, reduction axioms, 
equality and negation by failure. This is an interesting problem that we will 
investigate in future work. 

Several authors have proposed definitions of feature interactions and meth
ods for detecting them (see (Bouma et al. 1994, Cheng et al. 1995)). The 
approach of (Gammelgaard et al. 1994) is the closest one to ours: the authors 
consider axiomatic specifications of deterministic labeled transition systems; 
two features interact if their joint specification cannot be satisfied by a la
beled transition system. A similar approach is used in (Blom et al. 1994), 
where specifications are given in temporal logic, and interactions correspond 
to inconsistencies. In (Faci et al. 1994), features are specified in LOTOS, 
and interactions are detected by defining goals and by showing that they are 
unreachable. Object-Z is used in (Butler 1994) for specifying features; inter
actions are detected through violations of invariants and pre-conditions. 
Acknowledgments The authors would like to thank Jalel Kamoun for intro
ducing them to the feature interaction problem, Serge Colle and Elias Rafoul 
for helpful discussions, and the anonymous referees for pointing several unclar
ities. 

6 APPENDIX A- PROOF 

Theorem 1 Let :F be a function associated with an axiom and defined as 
follows. 

:F(X) ~ {(R,t,t')l3x:p A (t,t') = (g,h) A f\(Rj,ej,/j) EX} 
j 

Then, function :F is continuous with respect to the inclusion ordering on sets. 
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Proof. Let D be a directed set of triples. We have to show that 

.r(U D) = U F(D) . 

(R, t, t') E F(U D) 
¢> ( definition of F ) 

3x:(t,t')=(g,h) 1\ p 1\ l\i3d:dEDI\(Ri,ei,IJ)Ed 
¢> ( distribute f\1 over 3d, since D is directed ) 

3x:(t,t')=(g,h) 1\ p 1\ 3d:dEDI'II\1(Ri,ei,IJ)Ed 
¢> ( push 3d outside ) 

3d: dE D 1\ 3x: {t,t') = (g,h) 1\ p 1\ 1\i(Ri,ei>IJ) Ed 
¢> ( definition of F ) 

3d: dE D 1\ (R,t,t') E F(d) 
¢:> ( ) 

(R, t, t') E U F(D) D 
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